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OUR NEXT MEETING 

THE REPUBLICAN CLUB OF COMAL COUNTY  

will meet on Tuesday, October 26, at 6:30 p.m.  (setup at 5:00, social mixer at 5:30) 

at the New Braunfels Christian Church, 734 North Loop 337, New Braunfels 

The Club will provide basic refreshments. 
The theme this meeting is “It’s Fall, Y’all.” 

Members are encouraged to bring “breakfast for dinner” 
items such as breakfast casseroles, breakfast sandwiches, 
coffee cakes, biscuits, scones muffins, fruit, or anything 

else you want to share with us.   
We encourage members to arrive early.   This will allow 
time to pay dues and patron memberships, greet friends 
and guests, and partake of refreshments before the meet-

ing starts.  
Please share this meeting announcement with friends and 

family.  As we grow in numbers, our influence grows 
with our elected officials, and they will respond to our 

calls on legislative priorities. 
Questions?  Call or email our President, Mary Wohl, 

at 512-850-6680 or at president@rccctx.org. 

OUR PROGRAM 

 Our guest speaker will be 

Dr. Will Moravits, 

who teaches Political Science at Northeast Lakeview College 
and is a lecturer on Political Science at Texas State University. 

 He will talk about 

 “Exposing the Myths of White Privilege and  
Systemic Racism in the Criminal Justice System." 

      Don’t miss this interesting, timely, 
and informative meeting! 

(For more information on Dr. Moravits, see page 5.) 
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A Message from our Club President 

 I would like to thank all our members and guests for attending our 
meetings.  Our attendance  and membership have grown over the last 
couple of months and it is great to see how passionate and caring you all 
are about the Republican party and this country.  

 We all need to stand together during this troubling time and pray for 
our country.  Again thank you for making a difference and God Bless each 
and every one of you.   

RCCC President 
Mary Wohl 

OUR PATRON PROGRAM 

  The Republican Club of Comal County is thankful for those who have contributed  
to our Club through the Patron Program during 2021. 

 Patrons donate $100 per year per person to help us finance our 2021 election strategy.  

 Contact our Patron Program chair, Carolyn Herbert, at 830-515-5919 to become a 
Patron or for more information.  Patrons receive a special personalized Texas flag name tag. 

It’s the Right Thing to do! 

Robbie Borchers 
Glenn Breitung 
Mary Breitung 
John Brewer 
Bob Byrnes 
Joe Carroll 
Ruth Chambers 
Mark Delaney 
Cassie Dyson 
Judd Earley 
Sheila Earley 
Paul Grohman 

Gail Grohman 
Scott Haag 
Albert Haddad 
Tex Hall 
Don Hensz 
Ginny Hensz 
Carolyn Herbert 
Bob Hieronymus 
Albert Highfield 
John Hobson 
Karen Hobson 
Don Johnson 

Susie Le Canu 
Kerry Ledford 
Donna Lee 
Ernie Lee 
Al Malmsten 
Sharon Hall Monge 
Cyndi Montgomery 
Mark Montgomery 
Mallory Moore 
Reeves Moore 
Sue Piner 
Dennis Shumaker 

Priscilla Shumaker 
Joy Streater 
Teri Taylor 
John Walker 
Susan Walker 
Linda Williamson 
Jim  Wilson 
Karen Wilson 
Judy Wooten 
Michael Wooten 
John Young 

Let’s make a deal! 
Pay your dues for 2021 at our October meeting,  

and you will be covered for 2022 as well!  Such a deal! 
The dues are only $25 for a family and $15 for an individual. 

Another wise choice is to become a Patron for only $100 
as we strive to build up our Club’s treasury to prepare for the  

crucial election season that starts next year! 
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Our Officers for 2021 

 President Mary Wohl 

 Vice President Dr. Kerry Ledford 

 Secretary Sue B. Walker 

 Treasurer John Hobson 

 Past President John Hobson 

 

 Committee Chairs 

 Membership Robbie Borchers 

 Legislative Affairs Don Johnson 

 Campaign Activities Susan Walker 

 Hospitality Lori Mayfield 

 Parliamentarian (Currently vacant) 

 Publicity Chair (Currently vacant) 

 Founder/Facebook Sonja & Bill Harris 

 Newsletter Editor Kerry Ledford 

 Associate Editor Karen Hobson 

 Special Events Donna Lee 

 Special Projects Ruth Chambers 

 Patron Program Carolyn Herbert 

 Precinct Whip Joe Carroll       

 Web Master  Ashley Montemayor 
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Comal County Precinct Chairs 
  
 Why do we publish the Comal County Precinct Chair List in the Republican Club Newsletter 
each month?  Our mission as active Republicans is to support the political process.  Each one of us 
should know what Precinct we live in and who serves as our Precinct Chair. 
 We should offer our assistance to our Precinct Chair for the elections.  We can assist as an 
Election clerk or Election Judge on Election Day.  We can offer to block walk to inform our 
neighbors of early voting.  We can block walk for our chosen candidates.  We can offer to take a list 
of Republicans to call with a reminder of the times and places to vote early.  There are a number of 
ways an individual can help to assure a maximum Republican vote. 
 Studies show that when people intend to vote, but fail to vote early, a substantial percentage of 
that vote is lost on Election Day.  There is a lot to be done.  Please offer your help to your Precinct 
Chair.  
                                            Precinct   Name                    

                                        County Chair   Sue Piner  

                                  Recording Secretary Judy Walker 

                                           Treasurer   Minnie Altum 

 101 Sharon Hall Monge 

 102 Kaci Sisk 

 103 Laura Buske 

 104 Haskell Hart 

 105 Ernie Lee 

 106 Chris Byrd 

 107 Anita Valdez  

 108 Albert Highfield 

 201 Mike Penshorn 

 202 Sharlene Fey 

 203 James “Hoss” Boyd 

 204 Marlin Brown 

 205 Steven White 

 206 Richard “Tex” Hall 

 207 John Brewer 

 208 Joanne Martin 

 301 Will Moravits 

 302 Mary Lou Erben 

 303 Cheryl Jacobs  

 304 Amanda Ackerman 

 305 LaFawn Thompson 

 306 Barbara Harrell 

 401 Robbie Borchers 

 402 Melinda Rapp 

 403 Don Johnson 

 404 Teri Taylor 

 405 Molly Vogt 

 406 Joe Carroll 

 407 Susan Walker 
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Our Mission 

 The mission of the Republican Club of Comal County is to promote “Faith, Family, 
and Freedom” by providing information and education about critical political issues, 
by encouraging active participation in the political process, by supporting conservative 
Republican nominees, and by fostering loyalty to the Republican Party and its 
conservative ideals. 

Dr. Will Moravits 
 

 Dr. Moravits teaches Government at Northeast Lakeview College and is a lecturer in 
Political Science at Texas State University. 
 He was born and raised in Uvalde, Texas.  He comes from a family of educators at the 
secondary and collegiate levels.  His wife is a dual-language elementary school teacher in 
New Braunfels. 
 Dr. Moravits earned a B.A. in Psychology with honors at Texas A&M University at 
College Station, Texas, is a graduate of 77th Basic Training School of the University of 
Texas at Austin Police Academy (Top Cadet), earned an M.A. in Political Science (Magna 
cum Laude) at Texas State University, and a Ph.D. in Public Policy and Administration 
(Summa cum Laude) at Walden University.  For his dissertation, he researched and wrote 
about the attack at Fort Hood: Experiences and Suggestions for Security. 
 In 2009, he received a certification to teach Math, Reading, Social Studies, and Science 
for grades 4-8, and a composite certification to teach High School Social Studies. 
 Dr. Moravits has worked in corporate America, has been a successful small business 
owner, and spent several years as a police officer.  He enjoys reading, exercising, and 
spending time with family and friends.  He also serves as a Youth Coordinator for a local 
Catholic parish. 
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The 2020 Principles of the Republican Party of Texas (RPT) 
 

The following is a portion of the RPT 2020 Platform.  This is an outline of what we 
believe our Party stands for and should be made familiar to all Texas Republicans so 
when we are asked, "Why are you a Republican?" you can cite one or all of these ten 
primary reasons. 
 
Preamble 
 
 Affirming our belief in God, we still hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men 
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, 
that among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.  Throughout the world, 
people dare to dream of freedom and opportunity.  The Republican Party of Texas 
unequivocally defends that dream.  We strive to preserve the freedom given to us by God, 
implemented by our Founding Fathers, and embodied in the Constitution.  We recognize 
that the traditional family is the strength of our nation.  It is our solemn duty to protect 
innocent life and develop responsible citizens.  We understand that our economic success 
depends upon free market principles.  If we fail to maintain our sovereignty, we risk 
losing the freedom to live these ideals. 
 
Principles 

 We, the 2020 Republican Party of Texas, believe in this platform and expect our 
elected leaders to uphold these truths through acknowledgment and action.  We believe in: 

1.  "The laws of nature and nature's God," and we support the strict adherence to the 
original language and intent of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitutions 
of the United States and of Texas. 

2. The sanctity of innocent human life, created in the image of God, which should be 
equally protected from fertilization to natural death. 

3. Preserving American and Texas sovereignty and freedom. 

4. Limiting government power to those items enumerated in the United States and Texas 
Constitutions. 

5. Personal accountability and responsibility. 

6. Self-sufficient families, founded on the traditional marriage of a natural man and a 
natural woman. 

7. Having an educated population, with parents having the freedom of choice for the 
education of their children. 

8. The inalienable right of all people to defend themselves and their property. 

9. A free enterprise society unencumbered by government interference or subsidies. 

10.  Honoring all of those who serve and protect our freedom. 
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Propositions on the ballot in November 
 
Texans will have the opportunity to approve the following amendments with a majority vote: 

Proposition I (HJR 143) 
"The constitutional amendment authorizing the professional sports team charitable foundations of 
organizations sanctioned by the professional Rodeo Cowboys Association or the Women's 
Professional Rodeo Association to conduct charitable raffles at rodeo venues." 

Proposition 2 (HJR 99) 
"The constitutional amendment authorizing a county to finance the development or redevelopment of 
transportation or infrastructure in unproductive, underdeveloped, or blighted areas in the county." 

A "yes" vote supports amending the state constitution to: 
 • authorize counties to issue bonds to fund transportation and infrastructure projects in blighted 
areas; 
 • prohibit counties from allocating more than 65% of property tax revenue increases annually to 
repay the bonds; and 
 • prohibit counties from using the funds from the issuance of the bonds to build a toll road. 

A "no" vote opposes amending the state constitution, thereby maintaining that only cities and towns 
may issue bonds to fund transportation and infrastructure projects in blighted areas. 

Proposition 3 (S.lR 27) 
"The constitutional amendment to prohibit this state or a political subdivision of this state from 
prohibiting or limiting religious services of religious organizations." 

A "yes" vote supports amending the state constitution to prohibit the state or any political subdivision 
from enacting a law, rule, order, or proclamation that limits religious services or organizations. 

A "no" vote opposes amending the state constitution to prohibit the state or any political subdivision 
from enacting a law, rule, order, or proclamation that limits religious services or organizations. 

Proposition 4 (SJR 47) 

"The constitutional amendment changing the eligibility requirements for a justice of the supreme 
court, a judge of the court of criminal appeals, a justice of a court of appeals, and a district judge. 

A "yes" vote supports making the following changes to eligibility requirements for a justice of the 
supreme court, a judge of the court of criminal appeals, a justice of a court of appeals, and a district 
judge: 
 • requires candidates to be residents of Texas as well as citizens of the United States; 
 • requires 10 years of experience in Texas as a practicing lawyer or judge of a state or county 
court for candidates of the supreme court, Texas Court of Criminal Appeals, or a court of appeals; 
 • requires 8 years of experience in Texas as a practicing lawyer or judge of a state or county court 
for candidates of a district court; 
 • disqualifies candidates if their license to practice law was revoked or suspended during 
experience requirement; and 
 • applies these requirements to individuals elected or appointed to a term beginning after January 
1, 2025. 

A "no" vote opposes this amendment to make changes to the eligibility requirements for candidates 
running for the following judicial offices: a justice of the supreme court, a judge of the court of 
criminal appeals, a justice of a court of appeals, and a district judge. 

(Propositions continued on next page) 
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  (Propositions continued from previous page) 

Proposition 5 (HJR 165) 

"The constitutional amendment providing additional powers to the State Commission on Judicial 

Conduct with respect to candidates for judicial office." 

A "yes" vote supports adding a section to the state constitution that authorizes the State Commission 

on Judicial Conduct to investigate and discipline candidates seeking state judicial office in the same 

manner as judicial officeholders. 

A "no" vote opposes adding a section to the state constitution that authorizes the State Commission 

on Judicial Conduct to investigate and discipline candidates seeking state judicial office in the same 

manner as judicial officeholders. 

Proposition 6 (SJR 19) 

"The constitutional amendment establishing a right for residents of certain facilities to designate an 

essential caregiver for in-person visitation. " 

A "yes" vote supports amending the state constitution to establish a right for residents of nursing or 

assisted living facilities to designate an essential caregiver, who cannot be prohibited from in-person 

visitation. 

A "no" vote opposes amending the state constitution to establish a right for residents of nursing or 

assisted living facilities to designate an essential caregiver, who cannot be prohibited from in-person 

visitation. 

Proposition 7 (HJR 125) 

"The constitutional amendment to allow the surviving spouse of a person who is disabled to receive 

a limitation on the school district ad valorem taxes on the spouse's residence homestead if the spouse 

is 55 years of age or older at the time of the person's death." 

A "yes" vote supports amending the state constitution to allow the surviving spouse of a disabled 

individual to maintain a homestead property tax limit if the spouse is 55 years of age or older at the 

time of the death and remains at the homestead. 

A "no" vote opposes amending the state constitution to allow the surviving spouse of a disabled in-

dividual to maintain a homestead property tax limit if the spouse is 55 years of age or older at the 

time of the death and remains at the homestead. 

Proposition 8 (SJR 35) 

"The constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for an exemption from ad val-

orem taxation of all or part of the market value of the residence homestead of the surviving spouse 

of a member of the armed services of the United States who is killed or fatally injured in the line of 

duty." 

A "yes" vote supports amending the state constitution to allow the legislature to provide a home-

stead property tax exemption for the surviving spouse of a military member "killed or fatally injured 

in the line of duty." 

A "no" vote opposes amending the state constitution, thereby maintaining the existing language that 

authorizes a tax exemption for the spouse of a military member "killed in action. 
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 It's Time to Leave the Democrat Party: 
Anti-American, Bad Intentions, and Incompetence 

By Kelly O'Connell, Rip's Newsletter, September 10, 2021 
 
Democrat Disarray & Abandon:  
 Millions of ordinary American Democrats are now undoubtedly finally seeing the light, 
and by effect of disgust, or simply feeling disfellowshipped, are leaving the Democrat Party.   
For example, many spontaneous protests are occurring across the US during football games, 
with many fans loudly shouting "F*** Biden", etc.  Now, for many leftists, their politics 
replace religion, providing personal ethics, government theory, and a vision for the future.   
Obviously, many traditional Democrats realize they can't accept the pure groupthink, 
constantly changing ‘sins', hyper partisanship, corporate worship and failed policies.  But 
where can the disillusioned go?  Generally, think Independent, Libertarian, Republican, or 
even a new party.  Now, follows the worst elements of the present Democratic Party. 

Absolute Party Conformity: 
 The demand that all party members follow the dictates of the leaders, no matter how ill 
advised.  Democrat media members learn to recite talking points like babies sputtering their 
ABCs.  But as time passes, leftist groups become increasingly irrational, leaving the 
impression of mindless groupthink and the smug self-satisfaction of simple conformity.  A 
happy group of Zippy-the-Pinheads.  This trope gives a sense of strength and unity, but 
simply adopts Marxist party rule, illustrating the fact no party members are allowed any free 
thought or action. 

Ultra-Partisanship: 
 A chief staple of modern leftism is incredible partisanship and malevolent bias.  One 
need only recall the savage reception when Donald Trump was met with unmitigated fury 
before entering office.  Implying Trump, a neo-Hitler/Anti-Christ, countless leftists, 
including many vapid celebrities were manipulated into decrying his ‘unprecedented evil 
and lust for power.' In fact, progressives superbly orchestrated through propaganda via 
social media and individual hit pieces a spectacular wave of hate towards Trump, 
unprecedented in US history.  Why?  Knowing Trump's manifest skills, and their own 
weakness, Pelosi and Co. decided their only chance at victory to keep their Marxist coup 
plans was all-out war.  Nominally, leftists believe even the most trivial disagreements 
deserve a fight to the death. 

Devolution Into Only Politics: 
 In a sublime act of animal mesmerism, leftism draws adherents into embracing life as 
only political.  Watch supposed staunch Catholics Pelosi and Biden leap headfirst into the 
sewer of abortion mania.  The frisson of total romantic commitment, of immersion and 
wholehearted devotion for a cause emanates from Marxism's debased orgy of affiliation, 
mimicking Christian conversion.  Today, as old faiths recede, leftists sweep into 
unprecedented influence, feasting on the untrained minds of the lost masses.  Most rejoicing 
as their rights are abused and trashed like dung.  But if everything devolves into politics—
religion and morality are just kabuki theater as cynical partisans angle for accretion of ever 
amassed power.  This results in a ghetto where all persons are manipulated into evoking 
state morality, and none may reject prefabricated beliefs. 

(continued on next page) 
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 (continued from previous page) 
 

Fixation on Decrepit Leadership: 
 Leftism's dependence on aged and infirm icons is a ghastly, and even ghoulish reality, 
well represented by the moralizing and insipid tyranny of octogenarian Pelosi and Biden.  
But why?  Consider Marxism no different than the Catholic Church, where power is 
aggregated by affiliations and conformity to accepted truisms, advanced by sheer age.  
Further, dynamism is trumped by loyalty.  Ultimately, as leftism is corrosive of 
republicanism, the relentless attack upon institutions meant to diffuse power means Marxist 
leaders are akin to mighty kings who cannot be dislodged but for death. 
 
No Standards for Leadership: 
 One of the peculiar verities of leftism is that no act of incompetence is ever considered 
proof of incompetence to force removal of a leader.  Why?  Because the purpose of a 
socialist government is NOT ‘success,' whether measured by wealth, science, or art, but 
control of the population.  Marxism is a movement to force individuals to "do the right 
thing," augured in disparate ways.  Because humanity is saved through the herd, the hive, 
the colony.  For example, humans now must turn back ‘Global Warming' by group effort, or 
we're threatened to be cooked like greedy cockroaches cartwheeling headfirst into a sizzling, 
spiced wok.  This Gnostic group effort to ‘save the planet' through sincere sacrifice is 
hilariously touching, given the constant falsification such leftist theories demand.  But the 
ancient pagan Romans also believed it's the duty of mankind to keep Pax Deorum, or the 
Peace of the Gods, and therefore safety via rites and spiritual busy work. 
 
Descent Into Spectacular Catastrophes: 
 Perhaps the most inevitable aspect of Marxist regimes are spectacular failures.  Why?  
Because so many elements of leftist convictions are opposed to reality, a grimoire of 
humanist illusions results.  The worship of previously failed policies is a specialty.  
Pondering all the shocking failures in just the US Afghanistan exit, one single factor likely 
links all.  A disinterest in, or active dislike of other humans.  One cannot escape the cavalier 
way Americans and our allies were abandoned like bags full of dirty diapers.  Casual cruelty 
doled out like so much candy corn at Halloween.  Recall Mao's Great Leap Forward, where 
a doomed "great idea" of communal farming collapsed in 40 million Chinese deaths.  Here 
Marxism raises its ugly head, for Karl Marx was an angry man with hatred for authority, 
while the ultimate authority is God.  And without the love of God, how does anyone claim 
genuine concern for others? 
 
Departing for Truth: 
 For these reasons, and many more, disillusioned Americans are leaving the mentally 
sick, emotionally paralyzed, and spiritually bankrupt Democrat Party.  Maybe one of these 
weary and disillusioned folks is you?  If so, your sincere demand for truth and refusal to 
countenance scorn and rejection is saluted.  Wrote C. S. Lewis, "Thirst was made for water; 
inquiry for truth."  You are an intrepid searcher for reality and your journey will not fail but 
shall deliver a richer life and better world for all, as well—if you stay the course. 
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Yes, you can get a COVID Booster and a Flu shot together. 
Here's what you need to know. 

by Allyson Chiu 
Excerpted from The Washington Post, Sept. 12, 2021 

 
 With flu season swiftly approaching in a country already battling a resurgence of the 
Coronavirus, experts are urging Americans to avail themselves of any and all vaccines they 
are eligible for--whether it's their first Coronavirus vaccination, a booster vaccine dose to 
combat waning immunity, or a flu shot. 
 "t's terribly important" to get both the flu and Coronavirus vaccines, said William 
Schaffner, medical director of the National Foundation for Infectious Diseases.  "They are 
both very nasty respiratory viruses that can make many people very, very sick." 
 And because the Coronavirus and flu vaccines "train your immune system to protect you 
against completely different viruses," getting a shot that protects you against one virus will 
not offer any protection against the other, said Kelly Moore, president and CEO of the 
Immunization Action Coalition… 
 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends that everyone be 
vaccinated against the flu by the end of October.  This year, that time frame overlaps with 
the period that many Americans may become eligible for a booster dose of the Coronavirus 
vaccine.  (A proposed plan from the Biden administration recommends an extra dose be 
administered eight months after the second shot of either the Pfizer or Moderna vaccines.) 
 
WHAT TO KNOW 
 
Can you get a COVID booster and a flu shot at the same time? 
 Yes.  The CDC has greenlit receiving the Coronavirus shot and other vaccines at the 
same time--a change from a previous recommendation to wait a minimum of 14 days 
between the different vaccinations… 
 If you are getting both shots at the same time, the CDC guidance for vaccine providers 
notes that injection sites be separated by an inch or more or administered in different limbs if 
possible. 
 
I've never gotten a flu shot before.  Should I start now? 
 It's critical, experts emphasized, to take the risks of the flu seriously and protect yourself 
from both viruses.  "The flu kills as well.  It's not a trivial infection for many. … It can take 
anybody's life, including children." This year's flu shots offer protection against four 
different flu virus strains that may be circulating.  Protection from flu shots is thought to last 
for at least six months, according to the Immunization Action Coalition. 
 Flu shots are especially key for people ages 65 and older, who may have a higher risk of 
developing severe complications, according to the CDC.  Regular vaccines are approved for 
use among this group, but there are also two shots--high dose and adjuvanted flu vaccines--
that have been specifically designed for older people. 
 Getting a flu shot is extremely important this year, Moore said, because hospitals and 
clinics in many parts of the country are already overwhelmed by the surge in Coronavirus 
infections due to the delta variant.  "Even if you're not a person who usually gets the flu 
vaccine because you're willing to take your chances against the virus, this is not the year" 
she said.  "No one should be in the hospital for a preventable condition right now." 
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Debunking the Left's Propaganda on Voting 
Hans von Spakovsky, excerpted from The Patriot Post, October 4, 2021 

 
From the way three liberal witnesses described America,  

you would think it wasn't 2021, but 1878. 
 

 A Senate subcommittee last week held a hearing filled with the same old tiresome 
propaganda that the left has peddled for a decade to attack commonsense election reforms as 
a racially motivated plot to "suppress" votes. 
 Nothing could be further from the truth. 
 The subject of the hearing by the Senate Judiciary Committee's subcommittee on the 
Constitution was HR 4, a bill dubbed the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act, 
which the 
House passed in August on a straight party-line vote. 
 HR 4 would amend the Voting Rights Act to give partisan bureaucrats in the Justice 
Department the power to veto changes in state election laws, including those affecting voter 
registration, voter ID requirements, and maintenance of accurate registration lists. 
 Five witnesses testified at the hearing, three called by Democratic senators…and two 
called by Republican senators, including Ted Cruz and John Cornyn of Texas and Mike Lee 
of Utah. 
 The Democrats' three witnesses were a professor…and the heads of two liberal advocacy 
organizations.  I was one of the witnesses called by the Republicans, as was Maureen 
Riordan, a 20-year veteran of the Justice Department who now works for the Public Interest 
Legal Foundation, a nonprofit dedicated to improving election integrity. 
 From the way the three liberal witnesses described America,…they apparently live in a 
fantasyland where racial discrimination is widespread and prevents Americans, specifically 
minority voters, from being able to cast ballots in elections.  According to these three 
speakers, voter ID requirements are part of a sinister plot. 
 Unfortunately, the Senate Democrats who attended the hearing supported these 
outrageous claims. 
 As I told the subcommittee: the claim that there is a wave of voter suppression going on 
across the country that requires expansion of the Voting Rights Act is simply false.  Efforts 
to enhance the integrity of the election process through reforms such as voter identification 
requirements and improvements in the accuracy of statewide voter registration lists are not 
voter suppression. 
 On voter ID, for example, the data is clear that such a requirement does not prevent any 
eligible individuals from voting, and yet the proposed legislative reforms treat it as a suspect, 
discriminatory practice.  A 2019 survey of 10 years of turnout data from all 50 states found 
that state voter ID laws “have no negative effect on registration or turnout overall or for any 
group defined by race, gender, age, or party affiliation.”  Voter ID laws…are not 
discriminatory and do not represent a tangible burden on voters… 
 The Census Bureau's recent release of its 2020 election survey of voter turnout also 
clearly demonstrates that there has been no wave of 'voter suppression' keeping American 
voters from registering and voting or that requires amending the Voting Rights Act and 
expanding the power of the Justice Department. 
 Instead, the Census Bureau reports that the turnout in last year's election was 66.8%--just 
short of the record turnout of 67.7% in the 1992 election.  This was higher than the turnout 
in President Obama's first election… 

(continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page) 
 

 I wasn't asked a single question by any of the Democrat Senators who attended the 
hearing, perhaps because they had no way of countering the fact that states such as Georgia 
and Mississippi, which they and their three witnesses have criticized as racist havens of 
voting discrimination, actually have higher turnout in many elections than their own home 
states. 
 Facts are a stubborn thing. 
  The confrontation between Cruz and the liberal witnesses about voter ID was quite 
educational, as it reflects the witnesses' refusal to recognize reality--that voter ID laws are 
not racist and are fully supported by the American public. 
  The professor claimed that Texas' voter ID requirement is racist despite the fact that, as I 
told Cruz, federal judges held that Texas' current law was nondiscriminatory and in 
compliance with the Voting Rights Act.  Even the Obama Justice Department agreed. 
 The Democrats on the subcommittee totally ignored the testimony of Ms. Riordan, who 
described the partisan and unprofessional behavior that she personally witnessed by Justice 
Department lawyers who would be empowered by HR 4 to reject state election laws and 
regulations. 
 They obviously did not want to hear this and declined to ask her any questions, either. 
 As I concluded in my testimony: It is not 1965 and there is no longer any justification for 
giving the federal government the ability to veto the election laws and regulations that 
citizens and their elected representatives choose to implement in their respective states. 
 HR 4 is an extraordinary violation of state sovereignty, federalism, and the democratic 
process since it would take away the ability of the residents of each state and their elected 
representative to determine the rules under which their elections will be conducted. 
 It is a very dangerous bill and there is no justification for it whatsoever. 

Polling Suggests Democrats Set to Lose Control of Senate in 2022 
by Charlie McCarthy, excerpted from Newsmax, October 1, 2021 

  
  Democrats appear to be in trouble as they try to retain control of the Senate in next year's 
midterm elections, various polls indicate. 
 With the current Senate split evenly along party lines--with Vice President Kamala Har-
ris able to cast tiebreaking votes--losing one seat would swing control to the Republicans. 
 A new poll shows Sen. Catherine Cortez Masto, D-Nev., could be vulnerable in 2022, 
Newsweek reported Friday. 
 Her opponent, Republican Adam Laxalt, holds a 39% to 37% lead, based on a poll con-
ducted from Sept. 11-15… 
 Democrat incumbents besides Cortez Masto also appear vulnerable. 
 GOP New Hampshire Gov. Chris Sununu leads Sen. Maggie Hassan, D-NH, 49% to 
48%, according to a Saint Anselm College poll… 
 In Georgia, Sen. Raphael Warnock, D-Ga, led former NFL star Herschel Walker by just 
2 points, according to a Public Policy Polling survey conducted Aug. 4-5.  The poll was con-
ducted among 622 voters and had a margin of error of 3.9%. 
 Former President Donald Trump strongly encouraged Walker to run for Warnock's seat. 
 The midterms will include several races in battleground states, namely North Carolina 
and Pennsylvania, where Republican senators are retiring. 
 Late last month, NBC News reported that Democrats had accelerated fundraising toward 
targeting nine states in their bid to retain control of the Senate in the midterms, … they will 
focus on Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Nevada, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Ohio, Penn-
sylvania, and Wisconsin. 
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AN OPEN LETTER TO GENERAL MARK MILLEY 
by: Quentin L. Smith, September 9, 2021 

 
General Milley: 
 During testimony before the Congress of the United States you stated:  "I want to understand 
white rage, and I'm white… What is it that caused thousands of people to assault this building and 
try to overturn the Constitution of the United States of America?… I want to find that out." 
 Well, General, I am a 76-year-old white man, a former officer in the United States Army (1967-
70), and a retired Special Agent of the FBI with nearly 29 years of service (1971-1999).  I attended 
Trump's rally on January 6th, and I think I may be able to help you understand the reasons for "white 
rage." 
 You impugn the motives of hundreds of thousands of patriotic citizens: whites, blacks, 
Hispanics, and Asians, male, female, young and old.  They weren't trying to overturn the 
Constitution!  They wanted nothing more than to make their voices heard and, if possible, delay the 
certification of an election they believed, with probable cause, was stolen.  You and the media 
repeatedly claim Trump's allegations of a "stolen election" are false.  Neither you, I, nor anyone else 
know whether this is true or not because the evidence (hundreds of witness affidavits signed under 
penalty of perjury, pristine mail-in ballots, xeroxed ballots, the synchronized shutdown of ballot 
counting in 5 swing states until observers were removed from the election headquarters, etc.) has 
never been tested in court or disclosed to the people. 
 Apparently, my presence in Washington, DC on January 6th qualifies me, in your estimation, as 
one of those "outraged white people" you want to understand.  Since you appear to be somewhat 
intellectually challenged, let me give you just 13 easy to understand reasons for my "white rage" as 
you like to call it. 
1.  I'm outraged that a duly elected President, the most effective President in my lifetime, was 
harassed, falsely accused of being a Russian agent, undermined, and lied about by "Deep State" 
career officials like yourself and a media that has become the mouthpiece of the Democrat Party, 
was impeached and acquitted, not once but twice, during his entire 4-year term of office on clearly 
fraudulent charges. 
2.  I'm outraged that BLM, Antifa, and other Marxists rioted during the summer of 2020 in cities 
across the country, and "heels-up" Kamala Harris led an effort to bail those who were arrested, out 
of jail.  Over 500 people, arrested for trespassing and vandalism at the Capitol on January 6th, 
remain in jail without bail and, in some cases, are held in solitary confinement.  This is not a defense 
of vandalism, but how does the damage from the riots of summer 2020 compare to that at the 
Capitol on January 6th? 
3.  I'm outraged that a president who accomplished more for the American people in four years than 
his three immediate predecessors did in 24 years having restored the US economy, cut taxes and 
regulations, made the US energy independent, brought unemployment rates down to their lowest 
level ever, destroyed ISIS, brokered peace deals between Israel and other Arab nations, defended our 
southern border, put America first, etc., etc., was fought every step of the way by Democrats and the 
Deep State. 
4.  I'm outraged that this same president, who received eleven million more votes than he did in 
2016, was questionably defeated in an election in which election laws were unconstitutionally 
changed in the days, weeks, and months immediately preceding the election, supposedly because of 
a virus. 
5.  I'm outraged that a senile 78-year old career politician, who can't put a coherent sentence 
together, who accomplished nothing during his 36 years in the US Senate and eight years as Vice 
President, who didn't campaign and seldom left his basement during the campaign for President, and 
who could never draw a crowd of more than 200 people at one time, was declared the winner over a 
President who drew tens of thousands of enthusiastic supporters at each of his multiple rallies, daily, 
during the campaign. 
6.  I'm outraged that Candidate Biden bragged about having put together "the most extensive and 
inclusive voter fraud organization in the history of American politics" (it's on video) during an 
interview on October 24, 2020, with Crooked Media, a left-leaning media company founded in 2017 
by former Obama staffers, and the media says that Trump lies when he claims the election was 
stolen!? 

(continued on next page) 
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7.  I'm outraged that on January 28, 2018, before the Council on Foreign Relations, Joe Biden 
bragged how he once threatened to withhold $1 billion in authorized military aid to Ukraine unless 
the former President of Ukraine "fired" the prosecutor who was investigating the corrupt energy 
conglomerate, Burisma, by whom Biden's son, Hunter, was being paid $84,000 per month to serve 
on the Board of Directors.  Can you say, "quid pro quo?"  But, when Trump congratulated the 
newly elected President of Ukraine, who campaigned on fighting corruption, and encouraged him 
to follow through on his campaign promise, Rep. Adam Schiff (D-CA) blatantly lied about what 
Trump said, and Trump got impeached! 
8.  I'm outraged that the FBI was given Hunter Biden's abandoned laptop computer, the hard-drive 
of which contained emails reflecting the corrupt practices of the Biden family vis-a-vis Ukraine 
and China and the FBI did nothing with it since crazy ol' Joe was running for President.  Can you 
say: "Hillary Clinton and unauthorized servers containing top secret documents?"  Do you see a 
pattern here? 
9.  I'm outraged that the "New Oligarchs" of high tech are censoring virologists of their right to 
voice their thoughts and opinions when those opinions conflict with the Democrat Party or the 
CDC. 
10.  I'm outraged that an agency for which I proudly worked for nearly 29 years was politicized 
and corrupted by James Comey who was accurately described as being "out of his mind" and a 
"crooked cop" by a former Deputy Director of the FBI. 
11.  I'm outraged that thirteen U.S. Marines were recently killed in Afghanistan by the Taliban just 
because our senile President was too arrogant to follow the blueprint put together by President 
Trump and his military advisers for the "conditioned" withdrawal of forces from Afghanistan.  
Perhaps, you and our incompetent Secretary of Defense objected, but were either too cowardly or 
too busy promoting Critical Race Theory to push back and provide needed oversight of this 
withdrawal.  You succumbed to "Trump Derangement Syndrome" and now, as a result, you have 
the blood of thirteen dead American Servicemen on your hands. 
12.  I'm outraged about how the precipitous withdrawal of U.S. military personnel from 
Afghanistan was carried out "before" securing the removal of tens of thousands of U.S. citizens, 
Afghan interpreters, and others who assisted the U.S. military over the past twenty years, leaving 
them and Afghan Christians to be tortured and killed by the Taliban.  And you didn't even give 
advance notice to our NATO allies.   
13.  I'm outraged that you and Lloyd Austin carried out the withdrawal of the U.S. military without 
first securing the removal of $85 billion worth of military equipment, weapons, ammunition, 
Humvees, and aircraft, which you left behind for the Taliban, al Qaeda, and a re-emerging ISIS to 
use.  I agree with a retired British Colonel who recently publicly stated that President Biden 
shouldn't be impeached, but rather he should be court martialed.  You should be, as well, for 
dereliction of duty and cowardice. 
 I could go on, but I believe you get "my drift" as to why I and so many others – white, black, 
Hispanic, Asian, male and female, rich and poor, young and old – are experiencing flashes of 
"rage" and "anger" against this current administration.  If you had any honor and decency, you 
would resign and retire. 
 
Sincerely, 
Quentin L. Smith 
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Yes, you can get a covid booster and a flu shot together. 
Here's what you need to know. 

 
Third doses of coronavirus vaccines are already being administered to eligible Americans,  

such as people who are immunocompromised. 
by Allyson Chiu, September 12, 2021 

 
 With flu season swiftly approaching in a country already battling a resurgence of the coronavirus, 
experts are urging Americans to avail themselves of any and all vaccines they are eligible for — whether it's 
their first coronavirus vaccination, a booster vaccine dose to combat waning immunity or a flu shot. 
 "It's terribly important" to get both the flu and coronavirus vaccines, said William Schaffner, medical 
director of the National Foundation for Infectious Diseases.  "They are both very nasty respiratory viruses 
that can make many people very, very sick." 
 And because the coronavirus and flu vaccines "train your immune system to protect you against 
completely different viruses," getting a shot that protects you against one virus will not offer any protection 
against the other, said Kelly Moore, president and CEO of the Immunization Action Coalition. 
 "It's like protecting yourself against a bee and a wasp, both of which can sting you," Schaffner said.  
"You've got to protect yourself against each one separately." 
 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommends that everyone be vaccinated against the 
flu by the end of October.  This year, that time frame overlaps with the period that many Americans may 
become eligible for a booster dose of the coronavirus vaccine.  A proposed plan from the Biden 
administration recommends an extra dose be administered eight months after the second shot of either the 
Pfizer-BioNTech or Moderna vaccines.  (Officials are waiting for more data before proposing a booster 
timeline for the Johnson and Johnson vaccine.) 
 Extra doses of coronavirus vaccine are already being administered to immunocompromised people.  
According to the Biden administration proposal, booster shots would become more widely available starting 
the week of Sept. 20, though they may initially be limited to people who received the Pfizer vaccine.  Some 
experts, including two U.S. Food and Drug Administration officials who are set to depart the agency, 
disagree about the need for additional shots at this time and the World Health Organization's chief has 
criticized the use of boosters for healthy people.  But the Biden administration appears to be going ahead 
with the plan, which requires authorization from federal health agencies. 
 As Americans prepare to roll up their sleeves again for flu vaccines and possibly coronavirus boosters, 
here's what experts say you need to know. 
 
WHAT TO KNOW 
Can you get a covid booster and a flu shot at the same time? 
 Yes.  The CDC has green lit receiving the coronavirus shot and other vaccines at the same time — a 
change from a previous recommendation to wait a minimum of 14 days between the different vaccinations. 
 "Now that we have so much experience with these covid-19 vaccines, which we didn't have when they 
were first introduced, we are quite comfortable saying it's fine to give them with other vaccines," Moore 
said. 
 According to the CDC, the past guidance was issued during the early stages of the coronavirus vaccine 
rollout "out of an abundance of caution." 
 "We wanted to get a very clear sense of what the side effect profile was in the real world," Schaffner 
said. 
 For now, getting two shots offers convenience: "The pro is pretty obvious, You go once and you're done 
and it's over with," said Gabe Kelen, an emergency medicine physician and director of the Johns Hopkins 
Office of Critical Event Preparedness and Response. 
 But there may come a day when two shots won't be necessary.  In April, Moderna, the company that 
developed one of the messenger RNA coronavirus vaccines, announced plans to create a two-in-one shot, 
The Washington Post's Lindsey Bever reported. 
 Coronavirus vaccine technology is paving the way for a whole new approach to flu shots 
If I get both shots, will the potential side effects be worse? 
 

(continued on next page) 
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 According to the CDC, history has shown that a vaccine's possible side effects "are generally the same 
when given alone or with other vaccines." Therefore, a coronavirus vaccine booster shot given at the same 
time as a flu shot is not expected to cause previously unknown side effects or a significantly worse reaction. 
 "Even though they're different technologies, you're not suddenly going to grow horns," Kelen said.  "It's 
not going to be something wildly different." 
 Both the coronavirus and flu vaccines, which are typically administered in the upper arm, can cause 
soreness at the injection site.  If, for example, you get a shot in each arm, both your arms are likely to be 
sore afterward, Schaffner said. 
 It is also "somewhat more likely" that you could experience some of the vaccines' common side effects, 
such as fever, headaches, body aches and other flu-like symptoms if you get the shots together, Moore said.  
"But in our experience giving multiple vaccines at once, it's not additive," she said.  "It's not like you have 
double the reaction because you had two shots instead of one." 
 Though giving a coronavirus vaccine and a flu shot together has not been studied, experts and the CDC 
emphasized that the practice of vaccinating against different diseases at the same time is not new.  Children, 
particularly infants, often get several vaccines during one visit. 
 What's more, although the side effects of the coronavirus and flu vaccines can be uncomfortable, "they 
are not dangerous or unsafe in any way," Moore said.  "It's worth it to go ahead and be protected against 
everything you need to be protected against." 
Vaccines cut risk of ‘long covid' in half, major study finds 
What if I want to space the shots out? 
 People who have a history of strong adverse reactions to vaccines or other reasons for not wanting to get 
two shots at the same time, can space out the injections if they prefer, experts said, as long as they make 
sure to get the vaccines within the recommended time frame. 
 So don't delay going in for a flu shot in order to get it at the same time as a coronavirus booster if it 
means waiting until the end of October has passed.  "You should get the flu shot when it's a good time to get 
the flu shot," Schaffner said.  "You don't want to put it off." 
 One drawback to not getting the shots together is the possibility that you will forget or delay the other 
shot.  To avoid that, schedule an appointment to come back for the second shot when you get the first. 
What if I want to get the shots at the same time? 
 If you are getting both shots at the same time, the CDC guidance for vaccine providers notes that 
injection sites should be separated by an inch or more or administered in different limbs if possible. 
 While it's not recommended to take medications before your appointment to ward off side effects 
because that may blunt the immune response, Schaffner suggested planning for the possibility that you 
might not feel well. 
 "If the next day you're going to be in a bowling tournament or something like that, maybe that's not the 
best day to get your flu shot and your covid shot," he said. 
I've never gotten a flu shot before.  Should I start now? 
 It's critical, experts emphasized, to take the risks of the flu seriously and protect yourself from both 
viruses.  "The flu kills as well," Kelen said.  "It's not a trivial infection for many. … It can take anybody's 
life, including children." This year's flu shots offer protection against four different flu virus strains that may 
be circulating.  Protection from flu shots is thought to last for at least six months, according to the 
Immunization Action Coalition. 
 Flu shots are especially key for people ages 65 and older, who may have a higher risk of developing 
severe complications, according to the CDC.  Regular vaccines are approved for use among this group, but 
there are also two shots — high dose and adjuvanted flu vaccines — that have been specifically designed 
for older people. 
 Getting a flu shot is extremely important this year, Moore said, because hospitals and clinics in many 
parts of the country are already overwhelmed by the surge in coronavirus infections due to the delta variant.  
"Even if you're not a person who usually gets the flu vaccine because you're willing to take your chances 
against the virus, this is not the year," she said.  "No one should be in the hospital for a preventable 
condition right now." 
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To defeat adversaries in cyberspace, America must go on offense 
by John Yoo and Ivana Stradner, New York Post, September 2, 2021 

 American cyber capabilities are still the most powerful in the world. To maintain its advantage, we must 
develop and use offensive cyberweapons. 

 Following our humiliating Afghanistan retreat, America's rivals will amplify their assaults on our 
credibility and defenses. China could attack Taiwan; Russia might further encroach against Ukraine; Iran or 
North Korea may seek more extortion over their nuclear programs. It's also possible that adversaries will 
launch their first jabs where America is most vulnerable: cyberspace. 
 While President Joe Biden has warned the Kremlin that Washington will "respond with cyber" if 
Moscow's cyberattacks affect critical infrastructure, he also wants to cooperate with the Russians. This 
contradictory approach fails to notice that Beijing and Moscow have exploited the international order by 
coopting key institutions in their low-intensity cyberwar against the United States. 
 To make good on his promise to curb cyberattacks, Biden should adopt a strategy of deterrence rather 
than of international cooperation. Today, the most effective path forward for the United States is retaliation. 
If Biden takes such a step, it would be a striking, and welcome, departure from the soft policies he has 
adopted. 
 Cybercrime costs the United States billions of dollars, generates funds for criminals and derails critical 
infrastructure. To protect the nation, the administration must strengthen, and even use, its offensive cyber 
capabilities. Biden shouldn't shy away from deploying offensive and preemptive cyberattacks. Those actions 
don't violate international law, and America's adversaries have coopted the international institutions that 
could hypothetically resolve such conflicts anyway. 
 While some in the defense community want to improve network security instead, defensive capabilities 
are expensive and imperfect. Offense, by contrast, comes cheaply and easily. 
These basic facts mean that the most effective means of security lie in deterrence based on the threat of 
reciprocal attack. During the Cold War, when nuclear weapons were inexpensive, American and Soviet 
strategies of mutually assured destruction produced international stability. Similarly, America can deter 
future cyberattacks by demonstrating its capability and resolve to respond now. 
 The Biden administration can't rely on multilateral gabfests to control cyber conflict. International law 
remains vague on cyberwarfare. Yes, diplomats and scholars have tried to adapt conventional laws of war to 
cyber conflict in a document known as the Tallinn Manual. But while these rules may dominate the 
discussion in academe, they don't bind states — certainly not Russia and China. 
 And while Washington has signed the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime, an international agreement 
governing hacking and other cybercrimes, Russia, China, North Korea and Iran have refused to do so. 
NATO, for its part, seems content to simply declare that international law should apply in cyberspace 
without taking public measures to respond to foreign hacking. 
 Meanwhile, Russia and China are developing their own international legal schemes to regulate 
cyberspace. In recent years, Moscow and Beijing signed bilateral agreements on information-security 
cooperation, attempted to take over the United Nation's International Telecommunications Union and 
extended a cooperation treaty with the goal of destroying the global free flow of online information. 
 With Chinese support, the Kremlin has also manipulated the United Nations so that Russia, a sponsor of 
cybercrimes, is leading efforts to draft a new international cyber treaty. Any cyber treaty developed by 
Moscow and Beijing would allow their hacker proxies to continue operating while granting political cover 
to authoritarians who repress online free speech. It's as if Congress invited the Mafia to draft laws against 
racketeering and extortion. Inexplicably, the Biden administration and the US Office of the Coordinator for 
Cyber Issues still support some UN control over cyber rules. 
 As rogues and rivals challenge the US-led order, Washington shouldn't be fooled into thinking that 
Russian and Chinese support for international institutions signals genuine cooperation. Both countries will 
continue to pursue their national interests through international law and institutions in the short term, even 
as they seek to destroy the broader system that supports those rules in the long term. 
 America can prevail in this struggle but only from a position of strength — not naïveté. American cyber 
capabilities are still the most powerful in the world. To maintain its advantage, the United States must 
develop and use its offensive cyberweapons. Most nations will understand that Washington is defending 
itself by launching preemptive cyberattacks. 
 If Moscow and Beijing dislike a dose of their own medicine, they can always complain to the UN 
mandarins or, better yet, cease their cyber hostilities. While they plead their case, they can also answer for 
their cybercrimes. 
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